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Scotty Miller II

SCOTTY’S MESSAGE

VP, Supply Chain Management

As I reflect on the 20th anniversary of 9/11, I honor our brave first
responders and the heroic service members who courageously answered
the call to defend our nation; our commitment to support them lives on.
Our company’s commitment is to provide first responders the crucial
ability to communicate, to receive data in the aftermath of a disaster, in
any domain and to always be connected.
In this ISN issue you’ll learn about Ground Systems line of business, which is a leading provider
of agile communication networks, tactical computing, mission command, public safety LTE
communications and training solutions to warfighters and first responders.
To our partners and suppliers: thank you for your commitment to help us help our first
responders and warfighters.
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About this publication: This is General Dynamics Mission Systems’ Innovation Sourcing Network, open supplier innovation ecosystem monthly newsletter.
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Joanne Chabot
Sr. Manager Supply Chain Compliance and Oversight

COMPLIANCE

Cybersecurity Resources
To assist suppliers in enhancing their cybersecurity protections, the
Defense Industrial Base Sector Coordinating Council (DIB SCC) Industry
Task Force is providing information and posting links to helpful publicly
available cybersecurity resources on its CyberAssist website. You may find
this site helpful when preparing for the upcoming Cybersecurity Maturity
Model Certification (CMMC) requirements. Resources include guides,
standards, sample policies and procedures, videos, example tools, lessons
learned and other helpful information. Users can simply click on a security control family and
be directed to a list of resources to help with successful implementation and assessment. This
website will also serve as a platform to share awareness, threats, best practices, tools and
other resources from industry peers, government groups and initiatives.

Manufacturer’s Registration with the State Department
As one of the United States top 5 defense contractors, General Dynamics Mission Systems
values its supply chain partners and the opportunities we have for our mutual success. As a
supplier to General Dynamics, we want to remind you that if you produce articles in the U.S.
either of your own design, or to our design or specifications that are subject to control under
the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), there is an obligation to register with the
U.S. State Department, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls, as a “manufacturer of defense
articles”— whether or not your firm exports these items or not. In our annual representations
and certifications from suppliers, we ask for information about your registration status. We
encourage you to ensure that if you are required to register, that you do so, and maintain your
registration throughout any period in which you plan to produce items for us or any other
customer subject to the ITAR. See www.pmddtc.state.gov for more information.

Industry Events Supply Chain Management
SCM Events 2021
DATE

EVENT

LOCATION

SCM ATTENDEE

October 11-13

Association of the United States Army (AUSA)
Annual Meeting & Exposition

Washington, D.C.

Paula Shwab
Mark Raczynski

November 29December 3

Interservice/Industry Training,
Simulation and Education Conference (I/ITSEC)

Orlando, FL

Ed Harkins
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Line Of Business Spotlight: Ground Systems

Line of Business Spotlight: Ground Systems cont.
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Our Ground Systems line of business provides agile communication networks, tactical
computing, mission command, and training solutions to warfighters.

Key Focus Areas
Network Computing Systems supports command
and control activities by providing commercial,
ruggedized and near-military specification
hardware versions of computers, peripherals, and
networking devices, which it then integrates on
various tactical platforms, while also providing
commercial-like, industry-based logistics support
that meets the unique requirements of tactical
military units.
Tactical Networks develops, produces, integrates, fields, trains, supports and upgrades all
increments of the Army’s tactical communications network backbone and complementary
capabilities.
Our Training and Range Simulation Solutions are in use at military installations around the
world. We provide live and virtual training systems as well as some of the most advanced
computer-based training simulations in use today.
Everyday around the globe our Radio Products and Programs are trusted to ensure that
planes land safely, isolated personnel are found and military personnel can communicate
securely, anytime, anywhere.
Major programs and business efforts within Ground Systems include:
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•
•
•
•
•

The U.S. Army’s Common Hardware Systems (CHS-5) program
The U.S. Army’s Tactical Airspace Integration System (TAIS)
The U.S. Army’s Armored Brigade Combat Team (ABCT) On the Move
The U.S. Army’s Consolidated Product-Line Management (CPM Plus) Next
The U.S. Army’s Mounted Mission Command-Transport (MMC-T)
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Sourcing in Ground Systems

GROUND SYSTEMS SPOTLIGHT

GROUND SYSTEMS SPOTLIGHT

General Dynamics Mission Systems is organized in a variety of customer-focused lines
of business, all of which are developing mission-critical solutions to protect warfighters
every day. This issue explores our Ground Systems line of business.

What are the key technology areas we are currently sourcing in Ground Systems?
Well, there are many! Information technology (IT) hardware plays a major role in
this line of business with its roots deeply planted in large-scale communications
and command and control systems. We are always looking to add IT products to
our CHS-5 contract. We are constantly looking for leading-edge semiconductors
as well as circuit card assemblies as we develop these systems. We look to
source top-notch communication radios, antennas and networking equipment as
well as the latest in fiber optic transceivers and cables. Finally, transit cases are
continually being looked for.
There are always technical insertions we are looking at to improve our products
and programs. We also look to bring on suppliers to improve the capacity and
quality of everything we build and deliver to our customers — anything to
improve SWAP (size, weight and power).
Did you notice a natural fit for your business in our Ground Systems line of
business while reading any of this? Contact techscout@gd-ms.com and we can
help get you connected.

Meet our Ground Systems Leadership:
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Bill Patterson is vice president and general manager of the
Ground Systems line of business within General Dynamics
Mission Systems. He leads a team of engineering and technology
professionals who are responsible for delivering large-scale,
resilient, mission-critical networks, command and control
systems, and training and simulation capabilities for military
customers worldwide.
Paula Shwab is the Line of Business Procurement Director for
Ground Systems. She is the main supply chain contact within the
organization with staff supporting all the major programs. She
has been with General Dynamics for over 35 years. Her career
has included engineering, program management, subcontract
management and IT Hardware/Software (IT HW/SW) commodity
management. She is co-chair of the Corporate IT HW/SW Supply
Chain Committee.
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Ground Systems Subcontract Manager

A Conversation with Our Procurement Management Team

PROCUREMENT FEATURE

Barry works in Scottsdale, Arizona. He has been with General Dynamics
Mission Systems for a total of 35 years, 17 of which were with Motorola.
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What are major parts of your role?
As a Subcontract Manager, the roles and responsibilities span from
pre-award (teaming and proposal support) to post-award (issuance/management) for
subcontracts under either a government or commercial contract. The key to assembling
the right “team” for the response to any solicitation is early involvement within the
proposal process by Supply Chain and Subcontract Management. By engaging us early,
we can ensure that General Dynamics Mission Systems is utilizing the best suppliers for
the program requirements, leading to a compliant and winning proposal.
After award, the Subcontract Manager’s responsibility is to:
• Provide the requirements to our subcontractors utilizing a statement of work or
task statement and a subcontract or service order, dependent on the complexity of
the scope of work being provided by the subcontractor.
• Negotiate the subcontract to protect General Dynamics’ interest and support
program execution.
• Manage the subcontract through the period of performance, including negotiation
and administration of change orders, monitoring deliveries, processing and
approving invoices and closeout activities.
The responsibility of a Subcontract Manager on each program they support starts at the
very beginning and goes thru completion of the effort.
What technologies, capabilities, and/or commodities are you seeing most often in your
line of business?
Ground Systems is a very diverse organization, with subcontracts providing anything
from complex systems deliveries to manpower support. My current responsibilities
include:
• Time and Material (T&M), Firm Fixed Price (FFP) Task Orders, and Cost Based
Subcontracts for the installation and development activities supporting training
facilities and new training technologies all over the world for the U.S. armed forces.
• Proposals for cutting edge communication requirements for the U.S. government in
the areas of secure communications systems along with command and control
systems.
• Technology refreshes on existing products as requirements change and parts go end
of life.
• Working with universities to harness the knowledge base that exists and constantly
evolves in academia.
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Barry Townsend

Procurement Feature Cont.
What separates a good supplier from a great supplier?
I think what is boils down to are very basic principles, which are critical in establishing and
maintaining a great working relationship:
• Communication: this needs to flow when something good needs to be said, but also
when bad news happens. A constant flow of status and updates are key to make sure
the line is supplied with the needed parts, or the field is supplemented with the correct
personnel.
• Follow-through with the commitments made: no one wants to hear what you think
they want to hear. Current, accurate and complete information is key to establishing
and keeping a good working relationship, and trust for future opportunities.
What are areas for improvement with your supplier base that would strengthen your LOB’s
supply chain?
With these crazy times we have all been going through over the past year and a half, the
supply chain has been stretched in ways no one has ever experienced before. Plant shutdowns, raw material shortages, fires at factories, extended lead times on commodities and
employee quarantines are only part of what has been happening in the workplace. Working
closely with General Dynamics on placing orders for critical needs, along with long lead
time strategic orders (in some cases more than 52 weeks) are key in keeping the business
moving forward for now and in the future.
General Dynamics relies on its supply base to keep us apprised of availability of products
and current trends in the marketplace. Without the communications from our vendors and
meeting the promises made, we would and could not be able to deliver to our customers.
What’s your favorite fall activity/tradition?
Since I work at the Scottsdale location, the summers out here are brutal (unless of course
you are lucky enough to have, or have access to, a swimming pool), so by the time fall rolls
around (maybe by late October/early November), you can actually get out and enjoy the
great outdoors, without the fear of heatstroke.
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General Dynamics Mission Systems

Valerie Forbes

Ground Systems Sr. Supply Chain Program Manager

Supplier Management Portal
Participation

Valerie works in Orlando, Florida. She has been with General Dynamics
Mission Systems for 3 years.

GET TO KNOW THE TEAM

What led you to a career in SCM?
I was led to my career in SCM when I realized I really enjoyed helping
and growing relationships within the industry. I enjoy being the bridge
between our customers, subcontractors and vendors.
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What has been your most rewarding experience at General Dynamics Mission Systems?
The most rewarding experience has been the team atmosphere, which fosters employees
being heard and ideas built upon to constantly improve ourselves as a company.
In your opinion, why are relationships with suppliers so important to the SCM mission?
Relationships with suppliers are so important because you never know when you may have
a requirement that requires a quick turn, and the relationships built are better served if you
work with your suppliers as a part of the team.
What would people never guess that you do in your role?
People would never guess that my role has an extremely heavy push towards managing
many different personalities and finding a balance between various customers.
How do you contribute to achieving an integrated supply chain?
I am always listening to the needs our program managers and others in Supply Chain to try
and see what works for each group and finding the sweet spot where both parties are
happy.
What motivates you?
My biggest motivators are my family and knowing my work is supplying critical aspects our
government customers need to keep our country safe and thriving.

Supplier 360 is changing the way we interact and collaborate with suppliers. In today's
complex and volatile business environment, corporations and organizations can win by
teaming to create a more predictable supply chain environment.
By ensuring your company is participating in General Dynamics Mission Systems’ Supplier
360, our web-based, secure supplier platform, you are confirming to us your commitment
to greater interdependence and greater levels of collaboration and communication than
ever before.
To get signed up and join the digital team visit us at:
https://gdmissionsystems.com/about-us/suppliers/s360
Our Supplier 360 team is ready to provide assistance should you have any questions during
your activation process. Email us at S360@gd-ms.com

How do you balance your career and personal life?
Balancing my career and personal life can be challenging as I am a wife, mother of two girls
and have a career. I balance it all by setting an example for my daughters by my work ethic
and also knowing when to sign off and have some fun.

Regards,
General Dynamics Mission Systems Supplier Chain Management Team

A perfect day would be?
A perfect day would be with my family and closest friends on the beach with some good
surf, live music and a bonfire.

See the latest information and quick start guides here:
https://gdmissionsystems.com/about-us/suppliers/s360
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Thank you for your cooperation. We look forward to building the future together. If you have any questions or
concerns, do not hesitate to contact S360@gd-ms.com.
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The Supplier News and Information Center
is now available on the
General Dynamics Mission Systems website
www.gdmissionsystems.com

General Dynamics Mission Systems has established the Supplier News
and Information Center on the Supplier page of our website to keep our
supply chain partners informed with critical information relating to our
operating status and the adjustments we are making in response to the
COVID-19 outbreak.
Search under About and select Suppliers. Click on the COVID-19
Information for Suppliers button.
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Visit https://gdmissionsystems.com/about-us/suppliers/news
for continued updates for our Supply Chain team.
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